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Abstract 

 

The hot pressing process for fabricating membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) 

has been widely adopted, yet little is known of its effects on the microstructural 

properties of the different components of the MEA. In particular, the interaction of the 

electrolyte, electrode and gas diffusion layer (GDL) due to lamination is difficult to 

probe as conventional imaging techniques cannot access the internal structure of the 

MEA. 

Here, a novel approach is used, which combines characterisation of hot-pressed 

membrane electrode assemblies using X-ray computed tomography, 

thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry and atomic force 

microscopy, with electrochemical performance measurements from polarisation 
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curves and high-frequency impedance spectroscopy. Membrane electrode 

assemblies hot pressed at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC reveal significant differences 

in microstructure, which has a consequence for the performance. When hot pressed 

at 100oC, which is lower than the glass transition temperature of Nafion (123 oC), the 

catalyst only partially bonds with the Nafion membrane, leading to increased Ohmic 

resistance. At 170 oC, the Nafion membrane intrudes into the electrode, forming 

pinholes, degrading the catalyst layer and filling pores in the GDL. Finally, at 130 oC, 

the interfacial contact is optimum, with similar roughness factor between the catalyst 

and Nafion membrane surface, indicating effective lamination of layers.  
 

Keywords 

Membrane electrode assembly; hot-pressing; X-ray computed tomography; 

roughness factor; Nafion. 

 

1.1. Introduction 

Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) fuelled with hydrogen are among the most 

promising energy conversion technologies for a broad range of applications, 

including portable, stationary and automotive power delivery.  

In order to maximise performance and durability, it is crucial to have an optimised 

process for the manufacture of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs). The hot 

pressing process [1] bonds together the gas diffusion medium (gas diffusion layer 

(GDL) / micro-porous layer), the catalyst layer and the electrolyte membrane (usually 

Nafion) to form the MEA. Compression pressure, time and temperature are the key 

parameters that determine the product of hot pressing: of these, the temperature is 

most commonly used to optimise the process [2], typically by a trial and error 

approach. In spite of the ubiquity of the hot pressing process, little is understood 

regarding its influence on the resulting MEA structure. With an increasing array of 

materials available to fabricate MEAs, there is a need for more robust methods of 
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analysis to relate hot pressing conditions to the structure of the MEA and the 

consequent electrochemical performance and durability.  

 

Here, high resolution 3-dimensional imaging of MEAs has been achieved using X-ray 

computed tomography (X-ray CT).  Hot pressing temperatures of 100 oC, 130 oC and 

170 oC (at 2757 kPa for 3 minutes) were studied, representing the range typically 

employed in practice for Nafion-based MEAs [1,3–16]. The approach allows for the 

segmentation of the electrolyte membrane, micro-porous layer / catalyst (MPLC) and 

gas diffusion layer, so as to study the interpenetration of each phase and the 

beneficial/detrimental structural properties that relate to electrochemical 

performance. 

 

1.2. Membrane electrode assembly 

 

The MEA is composed of a symmetrical structure with the electrolyte membrane in 

the centre, and the catalyst medium, gas diffusion layer and micro-porous layers on 

both sides of the membrane (Figure 1). 

 

The electrically conducting, porous gas diffusion layer [17] provides reactant 

transport and acts as an effective current collector, whilst also improving water 

management by controlling the water flow [18]. The structure of the GDL, fibre 

geometry and porosity [19], as well as the effects of applied compression [20] have 

been widely investigated to understand how to optimise gas, water and electron 

transport. Engineering of GDL materials has been of particular focus, as its structure 

and PTFE content directly affect water management and fuel cell performance [21–

24]. The GDL is usually composed of carbon fibres around 5-10 m in diameter, 

coated with a PTFE/carbon-based ‘micro-porous’ layer [25]. 
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The catalyst layer, in direct contact with the membrane and the GDL, is typically 

composed of a thin film (5-20 µm) [26,27] of highly dispersed platinum nano-particles 

(~3-5 nm) deposited on carbon particles (~30-50 nm) [28,29], with a Nafion ionomer 

additive to enhance the triple phase boundaries between the electrolyte, catalyst and 

the gaseous fuel [30,31]. It is either coated onto the microporous medium of the GDL 

or onto the Nafion membrane, via hand-painting, air-brushing, screen printing or 

sputtering [6,11,32–34]. The fabrication method used imparts different advantages; 

for example,  coating the catalyst layer directly onto the Nafion membrane can 

improve the ionic contact at this interface, potentially creating a larger 

electrochemical surface area and lower contact resistance [6]. In contrast, coating 

the catalyst layer onto the carbon fibres of the GDL may make handling large 

amounts of materials easier, and reduce manufacturing cost. Furthermore, coating 

large amounts of gas diffusion material is easier than coating Nafion, due to the 

dimensional instability of the membrane. In addition, GDEs are easier to store than 

Nafion. Coating the catalyst onto a porous media may lead to material loss, 

penetrating too far from the electrode surface into the carbon fibre network. On the 

other hand, a controlled penetration depth may create a better electrode with lower 

charge transfer resistance, instead of a surface electrode in the case of the catalyst 

coated onto the membrane. 

 

The hot pressing process will directly affect the quality of the MEA and impact on the 

electrode structure, catalyst utilization, migration and coalescence, consequently  

influencing the transport of ions, electrons, water and reactants in the system [16].  

 

A wide range of process conditions are reported in the literature with hot press 

compression pressure ranging from 1380 kPa to 49,000 kPa, temperature from 90 

oC to 170 oC, and time of compression from 90 s to 360 s [1–16,35–41]. Depending 
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on the materials used, a large number of internal parameters affect the hot-pressing 

process, which explains why such a wide range of conditions are reported.  

 

1.3. Internal parameters affecting hot-pressing. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the different components of the MEA. Considering the catalyst 

layer as an example, the following parameters have an impact on the quality of the 

MEA obtained after hot pressing: layer initial thickness, crack size and distribution 

[30,42,43], extent of intrusion into the carbon fibres and micro-porous layer [44], the 

catalyst deposition method [32, [45], micro-porous layer porosity [46]. Collectively, 

these will affect the bonding process and different hot pressing conditions will be 

required to optimise the system.  

 

Hot pressing temperature has a critical effect on the electrolyte membrane as it 

undergoes macro-structural changes before and after its glass transition (typ. Nafion 

ionomer 117-127 oC) [8,36,47,48] which affects its ability to flow and bond. The 

ionomer content within the catalyst layer will also affect the quality of the bonding 

process between the catalyst and the electrolyte membrane, as the Nafion ionomer 

with the catalyst will bond with the Nafion membrane [39,49–51]. 

 

Attempts to optimise the hot-pressing process include design-of-experiments [4,36] 

correlated with structural (e.g. SEM) and electrochemical analysis (electrochemical 

surface area and impedance spectroscopy) [52]. These studies have shown that  the 

pressing temperature has the most important influence on the bonding process 

between electrode and electrolyte [2,36,52]. 

 

1.4. High resolution imaging of the membrane electrode assembly 
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Until recently, the main technique used to determine the structure of components 

within an MEA was scanning electron microscopy (SEM), frequently coupled with 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. SEM is useful in obtaining 

surface structural data, layer thickness, ‘smoothness’ of different interfaces, the 

orientation of carbon fibres and the PTFE content [18,19,44,46,53–60], catalyst 

surface [43], MEA structure [4,6,36] and degradation [54], but fails to reveal the 

porosity, connectivity and most importantly, the cross-sectional or surface view does 

not allow the internal structure to be quantified. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) SEM has 

also been used to study the structure of the micro-porous layer and catalyser layer 

[46,61–63], revealing nano-porosity, effective diffusivity, permeability and capillary 

radius, yet this method is destructive. 

 

Micro- and nano-X-ray CT are non-destructive methods that can achieve sufficiently 

high resolution for imaging carbon fibres, which typically have diameters between 5 

and 10 m and have been increasingly used to characterise GDLs [20,46,64–67]. 

Recent work from the authors has linked GDL structure and  PTFE content to water 

distribution using neutron imaging and X-ray CT [44]. Furthermore, X-ray CT has 

also been used to characterise different catalyst deposition methods [32], 

degradation mechanisms, crack length and catalyst distribution [30].  

  

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Material 

 

Dry Nafion NRE-212 membrane (Dupont, USA), was used as the electrolyte without 

pre-treatment. The MEAs were produced in-house using the electrolyte and 

ELE0162 Johnson Matthey gas diffusion electrodes (gas diffusion layer coated with 

catalyst layer 0.4 mgPt cm-2), with an active area of 5.29 cm2. The three MEAs were 
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hot-pressed (Carver 4122CE, USA) for 3 min with an applied pressure of 2757 kPa. 

at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC, respectively. Two MEAs at each temperature were 

fabricated, one for use in fuel cell testing and one for the X-ray CT scans. 

 

2.2. Characterisation methods. 

 

Testing of cell performance. 

Fuel cell measurements were carried out using a Scribner Associates 890e test 

station (Scribner, USA). The cell temperature was set at 80°C, and the anode and 

cathode were fed with humidified (98% relative humidity) H2 and air, both at 2.0 

stoichiometry. The minimum flow rate for both gases is 0.05 L min-1. Prior to 

measurements, the MEA was activated by maintaining the cell current density in the 

sequence of 50 mA cm-2, 100 mA cm-2, 300 mA cm-2, 500 mA cm-2, and 700 mA cm-2 

for 30 minutes each, or until the voltage reaches a plateau. The polarisation curves 

were then taken by scanning the current density from 0 to 1 A cm-2, with a step size 

of 18 mA cm-2, with a current hold of 30 seconds at each point. The polarisation was 

halted when the voltage dropped below 0.2 V. Each polarisation was repeated twice, 

and the average polarisation was calculated. The high frequency resistance was 

measured every second. 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  

For SEM imaging, the GDL was cut into circular samples of 2 mm diameter and 

attached onto adhesive carbon disks. These samples were investigated using an 

EVO MA 10 (Carl Zeiss, USA) SEM. SEM micrographs were taken of the longitudinal 

(top and bottom) sections and cross-section. At low magnification, an electron 

accelerating voltage of 10-20 kV and the use of a lateral secondary electron detector 

enabled the imaging of both fibres and the micro-porous medium with a pixel 
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resolution of 670 nm in longitudinal section and 330 nm in the cross-sectional 

direction.  

  

X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) 

A laboratory X-ray CT system, ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa (Carl Zeiss, USA) was used 

for 3D imaging. MEA samples were prepared as 1 mm disks, to optimise the image 

collection process and maximise signal-to-noise ratio. A source voltage of 40 kV and 

a field-of-view of ca. 0.7 mm  0.7 mm were used for every sample. 3701 projections 

were captured with an exposure time of 8 s. Reconstruction of the radiographs into a 

3D volume was achieved using a cone-beam filtered back projection algorithm 

(Reconstructor Scout-and-Scan, ZEISS) resulting in an isotropic voxel size of 760 

nm. All samples were scanned without having been run in the fuel cell.  

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).     

TGA was used to determine the Nafion and PTFE content of the gas diffusion 

electrode (GDE). The weight loss as a function of temperature was determined using 

a PyrisTM 1 TGA (PerkinElmer, USA), in a furnace with a sensitivity of 0.1 g. The 

sample was heated in N2, between 50 and 900 oC, with a heating rate of 20 oC min-1 

and had an initial weight of 2.29 mg.  

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC was used to determine the Nafion membrane glass transition and melting 

transition temperatures.  The heat flow as a function of temperature was determined 

by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a double-furnace DSC 8000 

(PerkinElmer, USA). The sample was heated in N2, between 30 and 250 oC, with a 

heating rate of 20 oC min-1, and had an initial weight of 5.89 mg. 

  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
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The AFM images of the Nafion membrane were acquired using the force tapping 

mode on a Bruker Icon instrument. A commercial Si tip with an anisotropic shape 

was used, with a nominal spring constant of 0.4 N m-1, a nominal tip radius of 

curvature of 2 nm and nominal resonant frequency of 70 kHz (Scanasyst-air, 

Bruker). 2176 points per line were measured, enabling a pixel resolution of between 

37 and 42 nm (for a scanned area between 82 × 82 m and 92 × 92 m). The AFM 

parameters were manually set to minimize the pressure of tip on the membrane. 

 

Image post-processing 

For all reconstructed volumes, post-processing and image segmentation was 

performed using Avizo Lite® (FEI) to segment the GDL layer material, consisting of 

large fibres bonded with PTFE, from the micro-porous medium, catalyst medium and 

the Nafion polymer membrane. For each sample, a field-of-view of 300 × 500 m in 

the x-y orientation was chosen for material segmentation. The representative 

elementary area (REA), or minimum area above which a measurement will be 

representative in a larger volume [69,70], has been determined for the sample hot-

pressed at 170 oC (Figure 2). Areas between 0.001 mm2 and 0.15 mm2 have been 

investigated using 20 samples across the material. The area above which the 

standard deviation is lower than 10 % is defined as the REA [69]. From the seven 

parameters studied (Table 1), the standard deviation is between 10 % - 50 % for 

samples from 0.001 mm2 - 0.10 mm2, and between 2 % - 7 % above 0.10 mm2. 

Therefore, the REA is determined to be 0.10 mm2. As the area chosen for 

segmentation is 0.15 mm2, the subsequent analysis is statistically relevant. 

 

 

The catalyst impregnated micro-porous medium, is composed of carbon / PTFE / Pt / 

Nafion, and is much denser than the fibres of the GDL or Nafion membrane, hence 

enabling threshold segmentation from the other two materials. The Nafion has 
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similar attenuation to the fibres, yet has a different texture, making segmentation 

between these two materials possible via identification and isolation of each material.  

 

To characterise the interfacial contact between the multilayer interface, and macro-

structural changes of the Nafion and MPLC, the roughness factor, and the 

normalised interface contact area have been defined.  

 

The roughness factor of the material i (Nafion or MPLC) has been calculated as 

follows:  

 

𝑟𝑖 =
𝐴𝑖,𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝐴𝑔
                 (Equation 1) 

 

With Ai,act the actual surface area, and Ai,g the geometric surface area. 

 

The actual surface area of the gas diffusion electrode (GDE) and hot pressed 

membrane was determined using X-ray CT scans using the surface area volume 

toolkit (Avizo FEI). The actual surface area of the as-received Nafion membrane was 

determined using AFM. This was done by randomly sampling four 85 - 92 µm2 spots 

(spot size was varied slightly only to improve tracking). ANafion,act and ANafion,g, were 

calculated using the statistical quantities tool (Gwyddion). The images were spline-fit 

and roughness factors recalculated to account for the error in roughness factor 

determined by the tilt of each sample. 

 

The normalised contact area between two surfaces was calculated as follows: 

 

𝐴𝑖,𝑗 =
𝐼𝑖,𝑗

𝐴𝑔
                  (Equation 2) 

With Ii,j the contact area between material i and material j, calculated using the 

surface area patch modules of Avizo. 
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Finally, the material fraction per slice was defined as follows: 

 

𝑋𝑖(𝑧) =
𝑛𝑖(𝑧)

𝑛
         (Equation 3) 

With 𝑛𝑖(𝑧) the number of pixels segmented for material i at slice z, and n the total 

number of pixels in this slice which were calculated using the ImageJ software 

package. The materials coexistence region is defined as the length for which two or 

more materials are present on subsequent slices. 

 

The material thickness and crack width has been determined by averaging over 20 

measurement points across the sample. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Characterisation of the gas diffusion electrode and Nafion 

membrane microstructure before assembly. 

 

The 3D structure of the GDE has been revealed by X-ray CT, this is supported by 

SEM and quantification of the Nafion and PTFE content using TGA. The roughness 

factor of the untreated Nafion membrane was evaluated using AFM and its glass 

transition was determined using DSC.  

 

The gas diffusion medium is composed of linear fibres in a planar arrangement 

(Figure 3a), with 10 wt% of PTFE in the total GDE, as revealed by TGA, which 

shows a mass drop at 550 oC [71] (Figure 3c). The fibres structure is similar to Toray 

and SGL [72]. 

The average porosity through the medium is 70 %, calculated from the void material 

fraction from 3D images (Figure 3d), which is within the porosity range (30 % - 90 %)  
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reported for commercial GDLs measured via five different methods for PTFE 

contents ranging from 0 to 60 % [69].  

 

A dense and bright phase is observed in the orthoslices (high Pt and Nafion content) 

(Figure 9), and a surrounding much lighter phase (MPL). However, the Pt 

nanoparticles (5 nm) cannot be isolated from the surrounding carbon particles of 

the catalyst ( 50 nm) due to the imaging resolution (780 nm) [30,62]. Furthermore, 

as the catalyst has been coated on the porous MPL, a small amount penetrates into 

the structure, but with a density gradient making the segmentation impossible at this 

resolution. Therefore, this dual layer, with a material gradient between pure MPL and 

pure catalyst, will subsequently be referred to as the micro-porous layer and catalyst 

(MPLC) and is segmented as a single material. The GDE contains 5 wt% of Nafion, 

as revealed by TGA with two inflection points between 300 and 400 oC (Figure 3c), 

characteristic of the Nafion pyrolysis [41,74–76].     

 

The MPLC outer surface (catalyst based) has cracks with an average width of 14 m 

(Table 1), which is within the same range as previously reported [30,42] (Figure 3b), 

and the roughness factor of the outer surface is 1.54. These cracks have formed 

during the formation of the micro-porous layer and the deposition of the catalyst ink, 

and form as the catalyst dries, in a similar way to the formation of cracks in mud. The 

presence of these cracks has been reported to be beneficial as they promote gas 

and water diffusion, without significantly reducing physical contact with the 

membrane [77], and can operate as an alternative to a thicker, uniform micro-porous 

layer with larger pores [44,46]. However, the edges may be more prone to catalyst 

degradation due to the higher current passed at the edges.  The normalised contact 

area between the GDL and the MPLC is 0.4, suggesting an initially poor contact with 

the fibres.  
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AFM was used to determine the membrane roughness with higher resolution than 

accessible with X-ray micro-CT, which could not resolve any surface structure 

(Figure 4a). An average peak-valley height of 140 nm was measured (roughness 

factor 1.02 0.02), indicating that the membrane is effectively flat on the scale of the 

other components. Differential scanning calorimetry reveals that the Nafion 212 has 

a glass transition temperature Tg at 123 oC, in the same range as that previously 

reported [36] (Figure 4b). A second inflection point is observed at 230 oC, which can 

be attributed to the melting temperature.  

 

The range of temperatures used to study the effect of hot pressing has been 

selected in the context of the properties of Nafion. Hot pressing at 100 oC, 

corresponds to initiation of the first inflection point, 130 oC, slightly above the glass 

transition temperature, and 170 oC is where the second inflection point is initiated 

(Figure 4b). A broad temperature span has been used for the study as the physical 

properties Nafion vary and literature shows that hot-pressing of MEAs occurs over 

this range: low temperature range: 90 oC to 130 oC [2,4,36,37], intermediate range: 

130 oC to 150 oC [6,8,9,38–41] and extreme range from 150 oC to 170 oC 

[2,4,14,15,35].  

 

3.2. Effect of hot pressing temperature on performance and 

microstructure. 

 

3.2.1. Effect of hot pressing temperature on performance. 

 

Polarisation curves, impedance data and polarisation error bars were collected for 

MEAs hot pressed at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC (Figure 5 a-c).  
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The difference in performance between the two polarisation repeats is lower than 5 

mV (Fig 5 c), in the activation and ohmic region (below 600 mA cm-2 at 100 oC and 

130 oC, 450 mA cm-2 at 170 oC), which highlights that the cell has been sufficiently 

broken-in [68]. The deviation in the mass transport region could be due to flooding 

issues, mass transport limitation, fuel starvation or material degradations.  

 

The MEA hot pressed at 130 oC provides the highest peak power density, and lowest 

Ohmic resistance, with the power density 5 % and 20 % higher, and the Ohmic 

resistance on average 3 % and 10 % lower than the 100 oC and 170 oC cases, 

respectively (Fig 5 a-b).  

 

The higher Ohmic resistance, at 100 oC and 170 oC, could be due to poorer contact 

between MEA layers, or a drier cell which could correlate to degradation of the 

Nafion membrane once hot pressed.  

 

For MEAs hot pressed at 170 oC, the performance is much lower, with an open 

circuit voltage (OCV) of 0.82 V and a limiting current density of 625 mA cm-2 (cf. 0.91 

V and 755 mA cm-2 for MEA at 130 oC) (Fig 5 a). The lower OCV is indicative of 

hydrogen crossover caused by pinholes and / or electrolyte thinning [78]. The higher 

Ohmic resistance may be a result of membrane damage and the mass transport 

limitation is consistent with disruption of the pore network structure, impeding gas 

access to the catalyst. For the MEAs hot pressed at 100 oC, the lower voltage in the 

charge transfer region may suggest lack of electrical contact; however, the limiting 

current density is identical to the one at 130 oC, suggesting that the mass transport 

behaviour is unaffected by the lower hot pressing temperature.  

However, these assumptions cannot be validated without further evaluation of the 

MEA microstructure, to analyse the multilayer interfaces (GDL/MPLC, Nafion/GDL 

and Nafion/MPLC).  
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3.2.2. Effect of hot pressing temperature on MEA microstructure 

 

 

As the same GDE material has been used on both sides of the Nafion membrane, 

only the bottom half of the MEA (as shown) has been segmented. For every sample, 

a full 3D volume rendering of the unsegment structure is shown to aid image 

correlation. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time X-ray CT has been used 

to segment Nafion from the catalyst/MPL and the GDL fibres after hot-pressing in 

polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Table 1 describes the changes of normalised contact 

area, thickness, roughness factors, and width of the surface cracks over the four 

samples. The effect of hot pressing at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC can be seen in 

Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. These effects, and microstructural 

changes are discussed in the following section. 

 

Considering the 100 oC hot pressed MEA first (Figure 6), it can be seen that partial 

bonding has occurred between the Nafion and MPLC, as gaps in the interface are 

visible in the volume rendering and the fully segmented structure (Figure 6 a-b). 

Further examination shows that the surface of the MPLC has slightly smaller cracks 

(Figure 6c) than before hot pressing (Figure 3a), with a reduction in average crack 

width from 14 m to 12 m (Table 1). Furthermore, the thickness of the membrane 

has been reduced by hot pressing from 50.8 m to 44 m, but remains completely 

intact with no sign of pin-hole formation. The membrane and catalyst surface have 

‘sharp’ edges, and clean cracks are seen in the MPLC. This could be linked to 100 

oC being below the glass transition temperature of Nafion, resulting in more of a 

mechanical pressing (stamping) effect than the ‘flowing’ of Nafion between the 

phases.  The Nafion roughness factor has increased from 1.02 to 1.15, whereas the 
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MPLC outer roughness factor has reduced from 1.54 to 1.26 (Table 1). Altogether, 

this suggests that hot pressing at 100 oC is not high enough to adequately bond the 

Nafion and the MPLC, resulting in a normalised contact area of only 0.59. This effect 

is particularly visible on the X-ray orthoslices in Figure 9a, where the MPLC is only 

partially in contact with the Nafion membrane. The partial bonding of the MPLC and 

the Nafion is consistent with the higher Ohmic resistance compared to the 130 oC 

case. As revealed in the material solid fraction profile, and the interfacial contact, 

there is no sign of fibres from the GDL penetrating through the MPL to the 

membrane (Figure 6e, Table 1), with distinct regions for all materials clearly visible. 

No visible deformation onto the carbon fibres has been caused (Figure 6d), in 

comparison with Figure 3a. 

 

When the cell is hot pressed at 130 oC (Figure 7), notable microstructural changes 

are observed on the Nafion membrane surface, and the MPLC surface (Figure 7b-c), 

while the volume rendering (Figure 7 a) shows a more compact structure in 

comparison to 100 oC. Firstly, the presence of locally inflated areas can be seen in 

the Nafion surface (Figure 7 b), with an increase of the roughness factor to 1.33, 

whereas the roughness of the MPLC outer surface has reduced to 1.32 (Table 1). 

Furthermore, the normalised contact area AMPLC/Nafion has increased from 0.62 to 

1.28, highlighting that the bonding process between the Nafion ionomer contained in 

the MPLC (5 %) and the Nafion membrane is better than the 100 oC case, with the 

same roughness for both materials indicating optimal conditions for bonding. This is 

supported by Figure 9b, with optimum contact between the Nafion membrane and 

the MPLC. Finally, a few fibres have ruptured, along the largest diagonal MPLC 

crack, possibly caused by the bounding process (Figure 7 c-d).  

The normalised contact area of 1.28 reveals not only surface contact, but also Nafion 

intrusion into the cracks of the MPLC, as supported by the 40 m coexistence region 

(Figure 7e). 
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Altogether, this shows that hot pressing above the glass transition temperature 

significantly changes the MEA structure.  The transition from glass to rubber allows 

Nafion to flow into adjacent phases, which explains why the MPLC appears to have 

been ‘pushed’ onto the fibres (Figure 7b-c). Furthermore, more facile lateral 

movement of the MPLC during hot pressing results in closure of the cracks which 

have healed and reduced in width from 12 m to 7 m. Another effect of the Nafion 

expansion is a change of material fraction of increasing from 17 % to 22 % the 

(Figure 7e). An explanation could be that as Nafion expands, it adds additional 

pressure on the GDL, in addition to the initial load in the hot press, leading to further 

compression.  A small quantity of Nafion has slightly intruded into the GDL (25 m) 

through the MPLC cracks (Figure 7e), with an interfacial contact between the Nafion 

and the GDL of 2.1 × 10-3. 

 

The results at 100 oC and 130 oC are consistent with the SEM study of Martiemianov 

et al. [36] using Nafion 112. However, the utilisation of X-ray CT enables 

quantification of the phase contact area and volumetric distribution within the 

structure of the MEA.  

 

Although the normalised contact area between the Nafion and the MPLC is 55 % 

lower at 100 oC than 130 oC, the electrochemical performance is not significantly 

affected in comparison. One explanation could be that further contact is created 

when the fuel cell is compressed within the cell assembly during operation. 

 

Finally, hot pressing was performed at 170 oC (Figure 8). The volume rendering 

shows Nafion intrusion in the GDL and MPLC (Figure 8a), and interfacial damage, 

with acute thinning. Although Nafion can be handled up to 175 oC [79], extensive 

deformations can be observed on the segmented Nafion membrane surface (Figure 
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8b, Figure 9c), leading to a roughness factor of 2.98 (Table 1). Increased mobility of 

Nafion at this higher temperature has deformed its structure, and ruptured the 

MPLC, forming large cracks (average size: 13 m) (Figure 8c). The membrane and 

MPLC have propagated into the GDL, with a large intrusion of the Nafion into GDL of 

120 m (Figure 8e, Figure 9c). The dashed area in Figure 9c highlights an area 

where the Nafion has deformed the MPLC, penetrated through the MPLC into the 

GDL, with the highly attenuating Pt in the catalyst layer (white) clearly visible at a 

significant depth into the GDL. As a result of the Nafion intrusion, the normalised 

contact area between the GDL and the MPLC has reduced to 0.76, as it has 

weakened the MPLC/GDL interface. Whereas the normalised contact area between 

the GDL and Nafion has increased by two orders of magnitude in comparison with 

hot pressing at 130 oC. Finally, the carbon fibres (Figure 8d) have numerous rupture 

points at the surface of the sample, possibly caused by the extensive deformations. 

 

As the Nafion deformed the MPLC, the MPLC roughness factor has increased to 

1.48, with a normalised contact area of 1.45 (Table 1). Some of the cracks in the 

MPLC are likely to have been present before hot-pressing; however, small localised 

cracks parallel and perpendicular to the fibres’ orientation suggest that these have 

been created by the large pressure caused by the expansion of the Nafion 

membrane. Alternatively, the high temperature may make the (Nafion containing) 

MPLC more pliable, enabling the GDL to penetrate further, leading to the formation 

of cracks in the cooling phase.  

 

It can be seen that the Nafion membrane exhibits several pinholes (Figure 8b), as 

the Nafion diffuses through the path of least resistance via the cracks (pre and post 

hot pressing) in the MPLC. These pinholes cover 2 % of the segmented area and the 

electrolyte has seen extensive thinning. The Nafion is likely to have diffused through 
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parts of the MPLC that are locally weaker, creating a preferential pathway of least 

resistance for large amounts of material, leading to localised pinholes. 

 

This provides an explanation for the much lower OCV observed on the polarisation 

curve, as these pinholes will lead to gas crossover. This has also been reported to 

lead to further performance degradation over long-term operation [78]. The large 

mass transport limitations at high current density also shows that the MEA structure 

has been compromised and access of gas to the catalyst impeded by the flow of 

Nafion disrupting the MPLC structure and filling pores in the GDL.   

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, the effect of hot pressing for three samples with identical load, yet three 

different hot pressing temperatures has been highlighted. The cell hot pressed at 

130 oC exhibits best performance, yet also shows the optimum contact between the 

catalyst layer and Nafion membrane. In comparison, hot pressing at 100 oC creates 

a non-ideal interfacial bond, with poor contact between the catalyst and the 

membrane; whereas hot pressing at 170 oC leads to membrane delamination, pin-

hole formation and gas crossover. 

 

Correlation of 3D microstructural characterisation with electrochemical performance 

has revealed new insight into the process of MEA fabrication as a function of 

temperature. The MEA materials have been chosen to be as generic as possible and 

the trends observed are likely to hold across a reasonable range of materials. 

However, changing materials’ properties and thickness will directly influence the 

results. For instance, a thicker catalyst layer with initially smaller cracks, may resist 
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Nafion intrusion at higher temperatures of 170 oC and not tear apart. Similarly, a 

thicker membrane may not necessarily create pinholes.  In addition, the porosity of 

the GDL may also affect this process, as a less porous GDL may resist intrusion and 

provide stronger backbone strength to the MPLC. Finally, a higher GDL PTFE 

content has been linked with resistance to deformation under compression, and 

could retain the fibres’ integrity while the cell is hot pressed at higher temperatures. 

It is therefore recommended that a systematic study is performed using combined X-

ray CT and electrochemical testing to optimise new MEA materials’ combinations.   
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Figure 1. Schematic of the MEA showing the distributed interface between different 

components and their typical thicknesses. 
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Figure 2. Determination of the representative elementary area for the sample hot pressed at 

170 oC for the seven interfacial and morphological variables. The dash line has been added 

to highlight the change of standard deviation before / after the REA. 
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Figure 3. Characterisation of the gas diffusion layer coated with micro-porous layer and 

catalyst medium (MPLC). (a) X-ray CT and SEM, longitudinal section, of the GDL uncoated 

side; (b) X-ray CT and SEM, in longitudinal and cross-section, of the MPLC and GDL; (c) 

TGA of the GDE; (d) material fraction of the MPLC and GDL. 
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Figure 4. Characterisation of the NRE-212 Nafion membrane (a) X-ray CT and AFM of the 

Nafion membrane; (b) DSC of the Nafion membrane done in N2 atmosphere, with instrument 

baseline correction. 
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Figure 5. Effect of hot pressing at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC onto the voltage and power 

density (a) and the Ohmic resistance (b); (c) error bar between the two repeats of the 

polarisation at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC. 
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Figure 6. X-ray CT of the hot pressed membrane onto the GDE at 100 oC. (a) Volume 

rendering of the entire structure; (b-d) segmented Nafion (red), MPLC (yellow) and GDL 

(blue) (pixel size: 760 m, field-of-view: 300 m × 500 m); (e) solid fraction of the three 

materials. 
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Figure 7. X-ray CT of the hot pressed membrane onto the GDE at 130 oC. (a) Volume 

rendering of the entire structure; segmented Nafion (red), MPLC (yellow) and GDL (blue) 

(pixel size: 760 m, field-of-view: 300 m × 500 m); (e) solid fraction of the three materials. 
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Figure 8. X-ray CT of the hot pressed membrane onto the GDE at 170 oC. (a) Volume 

rendering of the entire structure; (b-d) segmented Nafion (red), MPLC (yellow) and GDL 

(blue) (pixel size: 760 m, field-of-view: 300 m × 500 m); (e) solid fraction of the three 

materials. 
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Figure 9. X-ray orthoslices at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC. The dashed rectangle serves as 

guidance for the eye for an area where the Nafion has penetrated the MPLC and GDL at 170 

oC, and contains a portion of the catalyst layer (white) deep into the GDL structure. 
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Table 1. Summary of parameters describing microstructural change before and after hot 

pressing at 100 oC, 130 oC and 170 oC. 

 

 Properties before 

hot pressing 

After Hot 

pressing 

100 oC 

After hot 

pressing  

130 oC 

After hot 

pressing 

170 oC 

Nafion 212 thickness tNafion (m)    

  

50.8 443 436 2919 

Nafion 212 roughness factor 

rNafion (m2/m2) 

1.020.02 (AFM) 1.15 (X-ray 

CT) 

1.33 (X-ray 

CT) 

2.98 (X-ray 

CT) 

MPLC outer surface roughness 

factor (m2/m2) 

1.54 1.26 1.32 1.48 

Normalised contact 

area (m2/m2) 

 

AGDL/MPC  0.35 0.39 

 

0.83 0.76 

AGDL/Nafion  0 2.1 × 10-3 

0.40 

AMPLC/Nafion   0.59 1.28 1.45 

Width of the surface cracks in 

the MPLC (m) 

144 

 

123 

 

73 

 

137 

 

 

 

 


